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REMARKS ON THE METEOROLOGICAL RESULTS 

AT TORONTO FOR THE YEAR 1894-|
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r TEMPERATURE.

The mean temperature of 1894 was 46075, being 2°'5<> warmer than the 
average of the previous 54 years, and 3°-22 warmer than 1803. It is the
te m pè^at u re of^hdc h was6 ïf'oq. W'th Smg'e eXCCpti°n °f ,8>8’the mean

The mean temperature of the several months was in nine instances 
above and in three below the average for their respective months the 
average excess to the average defect being in the ratio of 3°'o6to i°-C2 On 
each of 238 days the mean temperature was above the normal of that parti- 
cuhrr day and below on 127 days. The mean temperature of each month
with the difference from the normal, was : January, 28°-ço + 6°-l7 : February’ 
2074—1 "89; March ——•-»—*»- « •• -- '
June, 66°'45 + 4°24 ;
62°"2

ter, 28 -40 ; Spring, 540-46 ; Summer, 650-55 ; Autumn, 380-59. The thermic 
anomalies differ from the normal temperature proper to the latitude : Win
ter, —7*'46 ; Spring, —30-17 ; Summer, —o“'69 ; Autumn, —5°75. On three 
months during the year the observed temperature exceeded the nor- 
mal value for the latitude, viz: June, l"-8s (precisely the same as June.

\ July,o '40, and September, o° * 75. The mean daily range for the year 
was i6v,27, the greatest monthly average occurring in July (2o°*78) and the 
cast in December (,i0-57) The greatest daily range (340-3) occurred on 

the 1 st May, and the least (40-2) on the 13th of December. The warmest 
month relatively was March, estimated by its excess (70-28) above the nor
mal temperature. The coldest absolutely was February (20o-74) • it was 
also the coldest relatively, its mean being Ie 89 below normal.
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IThe climatic difference was 480-36, the warmest day was the 28th of July 
mean temperature, 780-00, and the coldest the 24th of February, 30-18 below 
zero ; but the warmest day relatively was the 5th of March, it being 190-4 
above its proper normal and the coldest the 24th of February, whidi was 
270-8 below the normal. The average temperature of the warmest and cold
est days from former years was 770-91 and 2«M7 below zero. The highest 
temperature of the year (900-7) occurred on the 22nd June, the lowest (g°-q 
below zero) on the 24th of February. The annual range from these extremes 

100^ being io°*5 less than in 1893 and 2e*4 below the average annual 
range. There were twenty-one instances on which the temperature at the 
hour of observation was 20° above the normal and twenty when a defect of 
equal amount occurred. The most striking deviations from the daily 
mal curve of temperature have been as follows
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